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Areas of competence

■   Many years of energy-related expertise from local 
supply through to international energy trading

■   Market knowledge across the entire sector of 
“best practice” processes in the core areas of 
 electricity distribution, trading and development  
of strategies

■   Inside information about important target markets, 
technological standards and current developments

Join us!

Become a member of our Network and actively shape 
the future of the energy economy. The EnergyAgency.
NRW would be pleased to support you by acting as an 
impartial and expert moderator. Profit from up-to- date 
information, events which point the way forward, 
 targeted network and public relations work free of 
charge.

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/energiewirtschaft
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Network Energy Sector

The Network Energy Sector organised by the Energy 
Agency.NRW focuses on improving the business 
 opportunities in terms of power generation and energy 
 consumption of companies from the utility and associated 
supply sector in North Rhine-Westphalia.

Supported by the North Rhine-Westphalian Ministry of 
Economic Affairs, the Network Energy Sector combines 
the skills of the North Rhine-Westphalian energy market 
players, such as supply utilities, scientific institutes, energy 
service providers, financial service providers, plant con-
structors and government institutes.

The Network provides support in the formation of 
customer- specific alliances and in the development of 
 complete-system quotes.

Aims

The Network Energy Sector gives support through its 
interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary links to represent-
atives of the industry in the complex energy utility system.
The following objectives are pursued:

■   Support for energy utilities in aligning themselves 
towards the energy markets of the future

■   Development and expansion of local business units 
and activities abroad

■   Development of IT-based, decentralised supply 
structures

■   Development of flexibility options for utilities and 
consumers

Activities

■   Market screening and information transfer
■   Initiation of key projects through accompanying 

support and continuing development of business 
units

■   Theme-based trips to target and future markets 
with respect to the company’s special expertise

■   Analysis of energy-related systems at home and 
abroad

■   Development of joint strategies for the national 
and international market activities

■   Support for complete-system quotes for the 
future energy markets 


